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Abstract
Many of the problems in construction at the local authority level can be traced to consultants who supervise
projects on behalf of local government agencies. Consultants therefore need to be evaluated regularly to ensure
that they are delivering the expected benefits to their clients. This study seeks to assess the benefits District
Assemblies (DAs) in Ghana derive from their consultants who supervise projects funded through the District
Assemblies’ Common Fund. The study involved a postal survey of 80 DAs and identified the expected benefits
the DAs would like to attain through the services of their consultants and the perceived actual benefits they had
received. The study then highlights the weaknesses of the consultants for corresponding adjustments to satisfy
the expectations of their clients. The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (p=0.05) was used to determine
the significance of the differences between the expected and the actual benefits. The findings revealed that, of
the documented benefits DAs would expect to receive from the professional services rendered by their
consultants, increasing accuracy of project budget estimation, saving cost, minimizing risk through improved
tender documents, promoting better communication with clients, and meeting clients’ deadline were considered
important benefits by the DAs. There were significant differences between the expected benefits and the level of
benefits achieved from consultants. The actual benefits were generally lower than that expected by the DAs.
District Assemblies’ consultants need to improve their ability to help enhance organization’s quality image,
improve quality of engineering study recommendation and increase accuracy of project budget estimation among
others, in order to meet their clients’ satisfaction. The paper is of value to local government agencies wishing to
obtain greater benefits from their project consultants, and consultants wishing to realize their weaknesses for
continual improvement.
Keywords: district assemblies, consultants, benefits, Ghana
1. Introduction
The concept of Local Governance in Ghana dates back to 1850s when the Colonial Government issued the
Municipal Ordinance to cover Cape Coast and its environs (Osei-Asibey, 2005). This centralized system of
governance continued until the introduction of the Local Government Act (ACT 54) in 1961 which was expected
to fully decentralize governance in Ghana, but was not implemented. The implementation of decentralized
governance was achieved in Ghana in 1988 when the Provisional National Defense Council (PNDC) Law 207
was passed. This law was further strengthened by the Local Government Act, 1993 (ACT 462) which established
the District Assemblies (DAs) in the Fourth Republic of Ghana repealing previous laws (Botchway, 2000).
As of June 2011, there were 170 Metropolitan, Municipal and District Assemblies across Ghana. Section 162 of
Act 462, defined “District Assemblies” to include Municipal and Metropolitan Assemblies whiles “District Chief
Executives” included Metropolitan and Municipal Chief Executives. This study adopts this definition of District
Assemblies to include Metropolitan and Municipal Assemblies.
The 1992 Constitution of the Republic of Ghana provides in article 242 that a DA shall consist of one person
elected from each local government electoral area within the district, the member or members of parliament for
the constituencies that fall within the area of authority of the DA, the District Chief Executive of the District and
other members not more than thirty percent of all the members of the DA appointed by the President.
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District Assemblies are composed of at least 11 decentralized departments which include Education, Youth and
Sports Department; Social Welfare and Community Development Department, Works Department, Physical
Planning Department, Finance Department, Natural Resource Conservation Department, Central Administration,
Trade and Industry, Disaster Prevention Department, Health Department and Department of Agriculture
(Osei-Asibey, 2005).
The DA is the highest political and administrative body in the district with legislative and executive functions.
Section 10 of Act 462 (1993) lists functions of the District Assemblies to include the following:


To initiate programme for the development of basic infrastructure and provide municipal works and
service in the district;



To promote and encourage other persons or bodies to undertake projects under approved development
plans and;



To monitor the execution of projects under approved development plans and assess and evaluate their
impact on the people’s development in the local, district and national economy.

In line with the DA’s mandate of developing its area, projects are identified or proposed by the DA, local
communities or government. Projects are either executed by the Works Department of the DAs or by agents of
the DAs (contractors and consultants) depending on the size, cost, duration of the project, manpower and skill
required (Botchway, 2000).
The District Assemblies’ Common Fund (DACF) was created by Section 252 of the 1992 Constitution of Ghana.
The DACF Act, (ACT 455) was enacted in 1993 to allocate not less than 5% of the total revenue of the nation to
the DAs for development (Osei-Asibey, 2005). The DACF is the most important source of funding for DAs and
covers between 80 - 90% of a DA’s annual expenditure (Banful, 2009). Currently, the percentage of the total
government revenue to be allocated to the DAs is 7.5%. While there are broad regulatory guidelines, DAs are
free to use the funds as they wish if the intended use is in their budgets furnished to the DACF Administrator
prior to disbursements (Banful, 2009). District Assemblies (DAs) in Ghana initiate and execute programmes and
projects for the development of basic infrastructure in their respective local government jurisdiction. The DACF
has provided finance for development in health and sanitation, education, potable water, residential and office
accommodation, rehabilitation of roads and provision of community center facilities (Osei-Asibey, 2005). The
fund, according to a World Bank report (2004) on the DACF, has become a suitable mechanism for providing
resources to the Districts for the provision of basic infrastructure in education, health and water which hitherto
have been neglected. However, erratic payment by government and large number of competing needs have put a
lot of pressure on the Common Fund. Additionally, the near absence of technically competent and experienced
staff in the district, utilization and management of Common Fund projects has been beset with problems
(Osei-Asibey, 2005). The DAs often lack the capacity to supervise their development projects, and rely
significantly on external consultants. To ensure continued delivery on their roles to the benefit of their clients,
the external consultants would require regular evaluation.
2. Literature Review
The Public Procurement Act of Ghana, 2003 (Act 663) defines “consultancy services” as services which are of
an intellectual and advisory nature provided by firms or individuals using their professional skills to study,
design and organize specific projects, advise clients, conduct training or transfer knowledge (Public Procurement
Board-Ghana, 2003). In the opinion of Samson and Parker (1994), service work exists because it can outperform
the client in meeting their own needs or because clients are incapable of meeting their needs. Act 663 provides
that a “consultant” means a person, natural or corporate, dealing in the provision of consultancy services.
Consultants have been in the construction sector for a long time. The technical and contractual intricacies of
today's infrastructure and construction projects and regulations of some nations necessitate the appointment of
project consultants to preserve the rights and interests of the client (Chow & Ng, 2007), hence the increasing
trend of use of consultants to supervise projects on behalf of clients. Consultants are key stakeholders whose
actions and inactions have appreciable impacts on projects in the industry, and are accountable for the technical
risks in a conventional project (Havemann, 2007). They are responsible for developing the requirements of
project clients, setting targets, deadlines and establishing standards for meeting these requirements, preparing
project documents that describe the targets etc. While the accuracy and relevance of the consultant’s design and
recommendations could have profound impacts on the subsequent work quality and claims, evidences reveal that
lax control during the construction stage and poor contract administration could also lead to dissatisfaction and
project failure (Chini & Valdez, 2003; Tan & Lu, 1995; Kasma, 1987). It suffices to say that a project cannot be
successfully executed without the services of consultants. Consultants serve to uphold the interests of their client
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and prospective users throughout the whole project cycle (Chow & Ng, 2007). If an appropriate consultant is
selected, chances of delivering a project on time and within budget increases (Federation Internationale Des
IngenieursConseils, FIDIC, 1997). In the construction sector, different types of professionals provide advisory
services to help achieve the clients’ goal. These professionals, depending on the procurement process adopted by
the client for the project execution, may be employed directly by the client in his organization or as external
consultants, depending on the size and complexity of the project, the clients’ organization and the national policy
regulation (Chow & Ng, 2007). For a typical construction process, the services of Architects, Quantity Surveyors,
Structural Engineers, Services Engineers, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers may be required.
The quality of service delivered by consultants has seldom been a subject of thorough investigation because
some clients have underestimated the impact of substandard consultancy service on the success of construction
projects (Barber et al., 2000; Hattan & Lalani, 1997; Samson & Parker, 1994). Evaluation of consultants is a
means of ensuring that they deliver quality service to the expectation and satisfaction of their clients. As the
business environment becomes more and more competitive, the success of a consultant will depend on whether
the quality of professional service to preserve the interest of their clients at different stages of a project is
satisfactory (Ng, 2005). The introduction of ISO 9000: 2000 places an unprecedented emphasis on customer
satisfaction and continual improvement (Goetsch & Davis, 2002; Murphy, 2002). In the opinion of Hill et al.
(2002), “satisfaction” can be measured by comparing the difference between what is expected and actually
received, and clients would be satisfied with the performance of a consultant if the quality of service received
exceeds or at least meets their expectation. The client should be the arbitrator of what the use is and,
subsequently, the fitness (Samson & Parker, 1994). The client would determine what aspects of the service are
most beneficial rather than the consultant dictating these aspects (Samson & Parker, 1994). A consulting service
may also be considered successful if the consultant is satisfied that his or her reputation has been enhanced, with
expectations of future revenue streams (McLachlin, 2000). Continual improvement can also be realized if
consultants are aware of their deficiencies and make corresponding adjustments to satisfy the expectation of their
clients (Love et al., 1998; Flood, 1993). Although organizations use consultants to help accomplish significant
goals, such as facilitating organization change, consultants rarely have opportunity to learn how their
contributions are perceived by various stakeholders, particularly when they are not invited back for more work
(Smith, 2002). The literature suggests numerous factors for consulting engagement success (Bingham, 1992;
Covin & Fisher, 1991). However, most material is descriptive and based on industry experience (Smith, 2002).
Few systematic studies have addressed the conditions for successful consulting (Hamilton, 1988; Rynning, 1992).
A lot of studies confirm the importance of the consultant’s services engaged by companies in order to introduce
ISO 9000 quality management systems, but the actual influence of these services has not been fully analyzed
(Casadesus et al., 2002). In the opinion of Casadesus et al. (2002), the obvious question is: Has the consultant’s
services proved beneficial? Are clients satisfied with the services rended by consultants? Have consultants lived
up to the expectation of their clients? These questions are obviosly of interest to the clients involved and to
consultants eager to determine the degree of client satisfaction, on which their very future depends. The analysis
of these questions is even more relevant in the present situation where companies are involved in the process of
adaptation to the new ISO 9000:2000 standards. Due to the paucity of information on the benefits derived by
clients, particularly those at the local government level, from their external clients, this paper identifies the
benefits that DAs in Ghana would expect from their project consultants and compares with the actual benefits
they had gained. The results provide the much needed feedback for the consultants to examine their deficiencies
for continual improvement and guaranteed benefits to the DAs.
3. Research Methodology
At the time of the study, there were 170 Metropolitan, Municipal and District Assemblies in Ghana
(www.ghanaweb.com). A sample size of 80 DAs from the total population of 170 DAs, representing 47%, was
selected for the study. According to Bartlett et al. (2001), the minimum sample size for a population of 200 is 74,
indicating the adequacy of the sample size of 80 for the study. Regions of Ghana were considered as strata from
which District Assemblies were selected. This was done to ensure that views of DAs from all ten regions of
Ghana were included in the study. Eight DAs were selected from each region of Ghana using the mixed
sampling technique. For each region, systematic sampling was used to select the sample used in the survey. To
select the sample, a sampling fraction was calculated for each region by dividing the sampling frame by the
sample size to give a value which is rounded to the next whole number n. The first sample was randomly chosen
within the first n samples in the sampling frame after which every nth sample was chosen until the desired sample
size was achieved. This sample was used for the study on the assumption that there exists a link between the
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characterisstic of the sam
mple and the population, alllowing a seriies of referrals to be made within a circle of
acquaintannces (Berg, 19888).
A questioonnaire surveyy involving closed-ended questions waas consideredd suitable forr this study. The
questionnaaire consisted of two sectionns. The first ssection involveed the profile of the DAs. T
The second section
assessed thhe benefits deerived by cliennts from their project consuultants. Caldweell and Hagann (1994) stated
d that
ISO 9000--based QMS could
c
improve the service quuality of the fiirm, and hencee the client’s ssatisfaction, market
m
share, reveenue as well as
a workers’ m
morale. ISO 90000QMS certiffication guaranntees benefits to both clientt and
consultantts. Potential beenefits expecteed to be deriveed by clients ffrom their projject consultantts and also ben
nefits
of implem
menting ISO 90000QMS idenntified from reelevant literatuure (Chan & T
Tam, 2000; Taang & Kam, 1999;
1
Ahmed & Kangari, 19955), were listed out for officiaals of the seleccted DAs to sccore their impoortance to the DAs.
D
s
The officials were also asked to indiccate how welll their consultaants have helpped their DAs achieve the stated
benefits onn a five-point Likert scale (w
with 1 being tthe lowest andd 5 being the hhighest level oof benefit). Pro
ojects
funded thrrough the Disstrict Assembliies’ Common Fund were cchosen as the basis of the sstudy because they
provided a common plattform with sim
milar characteriistic for all Asssemblies. This therefore minnimized the efffects
of other faactors in the stuudy. Out of thhe 80 questionnnaires administered, 43respoonsive ones weere received, giving
a responsee rate of 53%.
With the ddata analysis, the
t first part oof the questionnnaires involviing the profilee of the DAs w
was analyzed using
u
percentagees. The secondd part of the qquestionnaire w
was analyzed bby comparing the mean valuues of the expected
benefits annd the actual benefits. The m
mean values weere obtained byy the followingg formula:
∑
.f
∑ f
where, f iss the frequency of scoreifor the factor conncerned. In thhis study, a meean value of 3.0 is considere
ed as
significantt (Begum et all., 2006).
μ

Client’s saatisfaction cann be portrayedd by comparingg the mean vaalues of the exxpected and aactual benefits (Ng,
2005). In oorder to adequuately confirm
m whether theree exists a signiificant differennce between thhe means, one-way
analysis off variance (AN
NOVA) was used to determiine whether thhere was a dispparity in the saample means of
o the
expected aand actual beneefits.
4. Findinggs and Discusssion
4.1 Profilee of Respondennts

Age of District Assemblies

District A
Assemblies in Ghana have bbeen in existeence for varyiing periods. Inndeed, some D
DAs have bee
en in
existence llonger than othhers. It was coonsidered impoortant to know
w the period off existence of D
DAs who took
k part
in the studdy (Figure 1). This
T was used as an indicatorr of how long they have deallt with consulttants.

53

More than
n 15 yrs
12

11
1-15 yrs
6
6-10
yrs

9
26

Less thaan 5 yrs

Percentage o
of Respondentts
Figure 1. Period of exxistence of disstrict assembliees

2
of DAs inn the study haad existed for less than 5 yyears. Howeveer 74% of the DAs
The resultts show that 26%
surveyed hhad existed forr over five yeaars. Thus majoority of responddents have exiisted for over ffive years, a period
long enouggh to give reliaable informatioon about the performance off consultants.
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4.1.1 Designation of Resspondents
The questionnaires were completed bby individualss working in tthe Assembliees on behalf oof the DAs. Itt was
consideredd necessary too know the deesignation of the respondennts who actuaally completedd the questionnaire
because a wide array off staff work in the DAs, som
me of whom aree better placedd to provide acccurate inform
mation
F
2 show
ws the designatiion of individuuals who comppleted the quesstionnaire.
on projectss than others. Figure

workks supritendennt

District Woorks
Engineer, 553%

47%
%

F
Figure. 2 Desiignation of resppondents
% of the questionnaires werre completed by District Works
W
From Figuure 2, fifty thhree percent (553%) and 47%
Engineers and Works Suuperintendentss respectively. Indeed, thesee are officials in the Districtts directly invo
olved
who work direectly with coonsultants at tthe District Level.
L
in construuction works and by extennsion those w
Respondennts who comppleted the quuestionnaires w
were in goodd positions too provide reliiable and accurate
informatioon on consultannts’ performannce.
4.1.2 Expeerience of Resppondents
In additionn to the designnation of the inndividual respoondents, it waas considered im
mportant to deetermine the le
ength
of time thee respondents had been invoolved in projecct managementt. It is widely accepted that officials gain more
experiencee in a field as their length off service increeases. Table 1 gives the yearrs of experiencce of the individual
respondennts.
Experience of respondents
Table 1. E
Responddents years of experience
e
L
Less than 5 yeaars
6-10 years
11-15 years
M
More than 15 yeears
Total

No oof respondents
6
6
22
9
43

% of respoondents
14
14
51
21
100

Over 75%
% of the respoondents have oover five yearrs working exxperience in C
Construction M
Management at
a the
District leevel, hence aree very likely to have the kknowledge, skkills and judgm
ment to be abble to differen
ntiate
between exxpected and acctual benefits ffrom the DAs pproject consultants.
4.1.3 Engaagement of Coonsultants by D
District Assembblies
The use off consultants by
b DAs on theeir projects is ddone for a myrriad of reasonss. Figure 3 shoows the reason
ns for
engagemennt of consultannts. DAs surveeyed were of tthe view that cconsultants weere engaged m
mainly because DAs
did not haave the requireed expertise foor supervision of projects. O
Other significannt reasons werre heavy work load
and the hiigh cost and complexity of certain projects. Indeed, thiis is significannt because som
me of the DAss that
took part iin the study did
d not have thhe capacity to carry out supervision of alll construction works within their
Districts w
which span oveer large geograaphical areas.
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15

Workload

22

Expeertise required
d for…

37

Funding sou
urce

7

Value of pro
oject

18

Perrcentages
Figuree 3. Reasons foor engagementt of consultantss
4.2 Benefitts Derived by District
D
Assem
mblies from Coonsultants
The studyy assessed the respondents’ views on the benefits derivved by DAs fr
from their projject consultants. A
summary oof mean scorees of expected and actual beenefits from D
DAs’ consultannts is presentedd in Table 2. Mean
M
scores of aall the potentiaal benefits evalluated are greaater than 3.0, inndicating that tthey are all imp
mportant to the DAs.
D
The most iimportant beneefits derived byy DAs include increasing acccuracy of projeect budget estim
mation, saving
g cost,
minimizingg risk through improved tender documentss, promoting bbetter communnication with cclients, and meeting
client’s deeadline (Table 2).The first fo
four actual bennefits achievedd by DAs from
m their projecct consultants were
ranked as increasing reliiability of project program, rreduced time foor responding tto queries andd complaints, sa
aving
meeting client’’s deadline (Taable 2).
cost, and m
QMS implemenntation
Table 2. Suummary of meean scores of eexpected and aactual benefits of ISO 9000 Q
Code

Beneffits

B1

Ennhancing organnization’s
quuality image
Im
mproving qualiity of
enngineering desiign
Im
mproving qualiity of
enngineering studdy
recommendationn
Prromoting better
coommunication with client
Saaving cost
Inncreasing accurracy of
prroject budget estimation
e
Inncreasing reliabbility of
prroject program
m
M
Meeting client’ss deadline
Reeduced time foor responding
to queries and coomplaints
mprove the mannagement of
Im
suub consultants
M
Minimizing riskk through
im
mproved tenderr documents
Acchieve continuuous
im
mprovements

B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12

Mean
expected
score
3.86

d
Standard
Deviation
n

Rank

1.02

3.70

S
Standard
D
Deviation

Rank
R

10th

Mean
actual
Score
2.67

1.62

12th

1.03

11th

3.19

1.04

5th

3.44

1.08

12th

2.84

1.29

11th

4.16

0.79

4th

3.00

1.24

9th

4.40
4.60

0.66
0.46

2nd
1st

3.37
2.98

0.91
1.26

3rd
10th

4.10

0.81

6th

3.49

0.86

2nd

4.13
3.95

0.80
0.86

5th
7th

3.30
3.60

0.95
0.68

4th
1st

3.93

0.95

8th

3.02

1.22

8th

4.19

0.68

3rd

3.14

1.13

6th

3.91

1.01

9th

3.14

1.15

7th
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The results presented in Table 2 and the graphical illustration of mean scores of the expected and actual benefits
(Figure 4) show that means scores of the expected benefits are higher than those of the actual benefits for all the
benefits evaluated. Thus, the benefits derived from consultants are lower than the DAs’ expectations.
B1
5
B1
B2
2
4
3.91
3.86 3.19
3.14
B1
3.7
B3
3
1
2.67
4.19 3.14
3.44
2
2.84
B1 3.93 3.02
1
3 4.16 B4
0

B9

3.95

3.6
3.3
4.13

B8

3.37
4.4
2.98
3.49
4.1

Mean expected
score

B5

4.6
B6

B7
Figure 4. Comparison of mean scores of expected and actual benefits
4.3 Analysis of Variances
The one-way ANOVA was used to test whether there were statistically significant differences between the
expected benefits and actual benefits. The results of the analysis are presented in the ANOVA table (Table 3).
Table 3. Analysis of variance for differences between the expected and actual benefits
Benefit of ISO 9000 QMS implementation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

Ranking

9.8E-08
0.01433
0.01133

F
crit
3.955
3.955
3.955

Enhancing organizations quality image
Improving quality of engineering design
Improving quality of engineering study
recommendation
Promoting better communication with client
Saving cost
Increasing accuracy of project budget
estimation
Increasing reliability of project program
Meeting client’s deadline
Reduced time for responding to queries and
complaints
Improve the management of sub consultants
Minimizing risk through improved tender
documents
Achieve continuous improvements

30.244
5.628
7.860

1
1
1

30.244
5.628
7.860

34.053
6.255
6.706

29.070
22.512
56.977

1
1
1

29.070
22.512
56.977

48.974
34.808
121.919

5.9E-10
7.4E-08
4.9E-18

3.955
3.955
3.955

11th
8th
12th

14.244
22.512
2.616

1
1
1

14.244
22.512
2.616

24.020
44.481
4.211

4.6E-06
2.6E-09
0.04327

3.955
3.955
3.955

6th
9th
1st

17.686
23.547

1
1

17.686
23.547

18.624
47.461

4.3E-05
9.6E-10

3.955
3.955

4th
10th

12.663

1

12.663

19.413

3.1E-05

3.955

5th

7th
2nd
3rd

Statistical difference between two sets of data can be determined by comparing the P-values generated from the
analysis of the variances. At 5%, p-values less than 0.05 imply a difference in the data and p-values greater than
0.05 imply no difference. From Table 3, all the p-values are less than 0.05 indicating that there are significant
differences between all the data sets. The expected benefits are statistically different from the actual benefits for
each benefit evaluated.
By referring to the F-ratios, the benefits that exhibited the greatest difference or similarity can be identified. A
large F-ratio implies a large difference whiles a small F-ratio implies a small difference. Very large F-ratios,
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indicating very large differences, were recorded for the following benefits: increasing accuracy of project budget
estimation, minimizing risk through improved tender documents, promoting better communication with client, and
meeting client’s deadline.
The largest F ratio of 121 was in the benefit “increasing accuracy of project budget estimation” meaning it was
the benefits that had the widest gap between the actual and expected benefits. This may be so because of the very
high budgets overruns incurred by the DAs. Consultants do not help DAs much in executing their projects within
budget. Thus consultants have to improve on their project budget estimation. Other benefits like “meeting client’s
deadline”, “minimizing risk through improved tender documents” and “promoting better communication with
client” had high F-ratios of 44.46, 47.46 and 48.974respectively, also suggesting that consultants need to take a
critical look at issues with meeting deadlines, minimizing risks on behalf of DAs and improving communication
with the DAs. The benefits with the least F-ratios were “reduced time for responding to queries and complaints”
and “improved quality of their designs” with ratios of 4.21 and 6.25 respectively. These were the only benefits
where the expectations were close to the actual benefits.
5. Conclusion
The results of the study show that of the potential benefits from DAs consultants, increasing accuracy of project
budget estimation, saving cost, minimizing risk through improved tender documents, promoting better
communication with clients, and meeting clients’ deadline were considered important by the Das.
At 5% level of significance, there were significant differences between the expected benefits and the actual
benefits the DAs derived from their consultants. For consultants to meet their clients expectation and clients also
achieve enhanced benefits from their consultants, it is recommended that DAs include consultant’s evaluation in
their contracts with their consultants. District Assemblies should also evaluate their consultants on all projects to
provide much needed feedback for the consultants to be able to examine their deficiencies for continual
improvement and guaranteed benefits to the DAs. Consultants are recommended to seek regular feedbacks from
the DAs and review their service quality on those deficient aspects.
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